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AVOLVE SOFTWARE & MUNICITY

DELIVERING GLOBAL LEADING
ELECTRONIC PLAN REVIEW SOLUTION

Avolve Software’s DigEplan offers government agencies an electronic plan
review solution that is fully embedded to your government platform.

DigEplan is purpose-built for government permitting,
providing a fully integrated easy-to-use electronic plan
review solution that helps automate & streamline permitting
services. With rapid deployment options, DigEplan ensures
customers are quick to realize a return-on-investment.

DigEplan removes the challenges of redundant manual
processes while enhancing your agency’s productivity in
issuing permits. Utilizing a simple and cost-effective pricing
model while providing a robust set of features, providing a
great value electronic plan review option to government
agencies throughout North America.

FULLY INTEGRATED OR STANDALONE OPTION

FAST RETURN ON INVESTMENT

ROBUST MARKUP FEATURES

SIMPLE, COST-EFFECTIVE PRICING

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

DigEplan and Municity

Efficient, flexible, and secure, DigEplan streamlines
electronic plan review and process enhancements.
DigEplan accelerates the permit application processes,
removing the need for paper, complex third-party
integrations or disconnected PDF mark-up tools.
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Purpose-built government ePlan review
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DigEplan’s leverages existing permitting system functionality,
from portals and workflows, to document management. This
ensures no redundant workflows or secondary portals to
maintain, with no duplication of effort or manual
workarounds needed.

DigEplan, electronic plan review for Municity provides an
efficient, flexible, and secure method for states, counties and
cities to streamline electronic plan review and accelerate
permit application processes, removing the need for paper,
complex third-party integrations or disconnected desktop
mark-up tools.



DigEplan is a true cloud solution, ready to help wherever you
are, be it at the office, property location, home, using
desktop or mobile device. With no browser requirements,
support for all modern browsers is standard.

As a cloud-based solution, DigEplan employs a constant
deployment model, where new features and functions are
added. Customer led-enhancements are not uncommon, as
we work in close partnership to meet our customer’s
requirements.

DigEplan enables Municity users to efficiently work with
electronic plans that need to be viewed, commented upon,
stamped, and rejected or approved. Municity users can
instantly access plans and other supporting documents for
analysis, viewing, annotation, stamping, printing, and
archiving, removing the need for paper or cumbersome
desktop tools.

DigEplan is fully integrated to Municity so
all interactions with the plans are

recorded and available in Municity to
create a seamless and efficient end-to-

end permitting service.
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DigEplan for Municity does not require a separate portal,
workflow, database, client installs, or file upload / download.
It is fully integrated into your document management,
screens, workflows and tasking, reducing complexity and
providing an integrated user experience.

Managing duplicate functionality for workflow, document
management and portals alongside complex third-party
integrations is an overhead on day-to-day operations and
creates complexity in customer support.

DigEplan’s performance is comparable with desktop viewing
applications, but with all the advantages of full integration.
This allows organizations to work with large plan sets
experiencing high performance for page loads and sheet
navigation with engineering grade reliability. No more wait
time, file opening issues or triage for plans required.

Remove inefficient, non-integrated PDF
desktop tools
Permit applications are typically reviewed by multiple
departments within a city and external stakeholders.
Traditionally, with paper-based processes or non-
integrated desktop PDF tools, reviews were completed in a
consecutive manner with the application being
passed around to each reviewer. Desktop-based PDF tools
require users to download and upload plans, and
supporting documents, alongside a significant amount of
manual data entry. This slow and inefficient practice leads
to delays and less than timely approvals.

Using DigEplan and Municity, reviewers can simultaneously
review planning applications without any downloads, add
their digital comments, and redlines at the same time. This
serves to standardize, streamline and accelerate workflows
for the electronic planning process.

DigEplan provides a rich set of engineering grade
annotation features that allow reviewers to communicate,
comment and add in-context observations and
instructions, directly within plans and supporting plan
documents.

_______________________________________________________DigEplan Fully Integrated Electronic Plan Review

Reduce complexity and simplify your IT real estate

Lightning performance and reliability removing the
need to triage plans

DigEplan enables users to work with electronic plan workflow review
cycles directly from their government technology platform
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Quickly and easily spot hard to see differences in subsequent
review cycle

_______________________________________________________DigEplan Fully Integrated Electronic Plan Review

Instantly analyze resubmitted plans with the
comparison and overlay function

The compare capability allows users to instantly determine
what has been added, removed, or changed in documents.
This is particularly useful during the review of resubmitted
plans or documents.

Hard to spot differences between the original file and
subsequent resubmittals can be easily identified, saving
time and quickly catching accidental or intentional changes
beyond what was requested.

Increased productivity and simplified submission
standards with sheet management

Sheet management is automatic with DigEplan, so applicants
and plan reviewers do not need to split plans on in-take

DigEplan supports the management of plans at a sheet
level, removing the need to force applicants to
resubmit entire plan sets at each cycle, or requiring
plans to be split on upload, which is complicated and
cumbersome.

__________________________________________________________________

Intelligent and batch stamping processes
Reviewers can apply Intellistamps to electronically sign and
stamp document sets with attributes from Municity.
Intelligent stamps retrieve and insert information from
Municity, enabling quick approvals and digital sign-off. The
sign-off stamp contains information about the annotation
author, CASE ID, date and time of creation, providing a
reliable audit trail of changes and approvals.

DigEplan Intellistamps uses Municity meta-data that supports
electronic stamping and sign-off

Automatically extract correction comments from
plan review cycles; combined with the plans with
revisions required sheets
Once a document has been reviewed in DigEplan, the
details of any correction comments can be extracted from
the marked-up plans and used to populate the Municity
comment tracking module and report. This allows
comments to be tracked through multiple review cycles.

__________________________________________________________________

Correction reports, that can be created based on the review
status, all available in the Municity record and citizens access



Avolve Software is the global leader in electronic plan
review solution globally, with more than 300 customers
across five countries. Our strength comes from
innovative solutions and a network of partnerships,
where we closely collaborate to benefit our customers.

Our goal is to change the way plan review is delivered for
public sector agencies, working in conjunction with our
Government Technology platform partners to remove
duplicated functionality, commercial sensitivity, so to
reduce the cost of IT and provide a fully functional
cloud solution that creates efficiencies and is easy-to-use.

About Avolve Software Strength with Avolve support
Avolve’s support is not just about fire fighting and fixing
problems. We view support as a strength - a
fundamental partnership that ensures our solutions are
providing maximum value.

Our friendly and dedicated team ensures that every
user, in every jurisdiction is able to leverage our
solutions in an effective and efficient way.

We'd love to chat about your jurisdiction's needs

ICC Community Development Solutions
Avolve Software Technology Partner
www.icc-cds.com
855.436.5500
Email: info@icc-cds.com
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DigEplan - choosing your way DigEplan has three options depending on your requirements.

DigEplan Pathway? enables
agencies to create a better
citizen experience and
permit efficiencies without
an integration to a
permitting system.

Process enhancements with
DigEplan Pathway removes the
need for paper or desktop
tools.

DigEplan Pathway DigEplan ProDigEplan

DigEplan Pro provides an
enhanced set of features for
agencies to interact with
documents and plans,
optimizing the user
experience as well as saving
time.

All the features of DigEplan plus
advanced document and review
tools to support busy
jurisdictions to maximize
efficiency. 

DigEplan accelerates permit
application processes,
removing the need for paper
or complex third-party
integrations, or
disconnected PDF markup
tools.

Fully embedded to your
government permitting
platform, DigEplan provides an
efficient, flexible, and secure
method to streamline and
enhance electronic plan review
and process enhancements for
reviewers and applicants.

DigEplan Pathway features,
plus:
Permitting integration

DigEplan features, plus:
Applicant portal submission
check
Audit trail
SSO with MFA
Task control & management
Custom annotations
Symbol library
Doc composer

Standalone document
management
Compare & overlay
Sheet management
Intelligent & batch stamping
Role-base UI
MFA
Document management
Real-time collaboration
Multi-format support
Calibrated measurement




